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I. INTHODUCTI~N 
In this paper we are concerned with the existence and uniqueness of initial 
values, in the form of a local measure. for non-negative solutions of the 
equation 
dp(u) - 24, = 0 (1.1) 
for x E Ir;“. I > 0. The above equation represents the density of a gas flowing 
through a porous medium. 
In the case V(U) = urn, m > 1. it has been shown (see 121) that any non- 
negative solution of (1.1) has a unique locally finite measure as an initial 
value, its mass being controlled by the value of the solution at any point in 
any time t,, > 0 by an explicit and sharp formula. Our aim is to extend this 
result to the general case. In order to do this, we need to know that the 
maximum of the fundamental solution (i.e., the one which is initially a 6 
function. in the sense of distribution) is comparable to its mean value. We 
will show this in the case in which p(u) is “close” to urn. in a sense that will 
be precised later. It is well known (see, for example, 13, 8, 101) that if the 
initial value is in L’ the L’ norm of the solution is preserved, provided some 
other minor conditions are satisfied. and if it has initially compact support 
this will be true for any positive time. Moreover (see [2 I) we know that 
solutions with initially compact support become almost radially symmetric 
and decreasing. We will make use of the above results throughout the paper. 
The hypotheses on cp(<) are the following: 
HP. (a) cp(O, cp’(O v”(t) > 0 for t > 0, 
p(O) = p’(O) = 0, 
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q(r), o’(r), u,“(T), p”‘(r) are continuous functions for r > 0, 
inf ~(‘) ~“(‘) > 0 
O<l< 1 wm ’ 
Hp. (b) (o(r) “close” to r”) 
lim Ul’W , 
a--l= 7 ~-+a a< 
forsomecr > 1, 
v’(T) P”‘(r) < B 
I20 (rp”(5))2 ’ 
for some positive constant B. 
Moreover there exist the two limits 
v)“‘(r) 
,E?c a(a - l)(a - 2) cu-3 
and, of course, both of them are equal to 1. 
In Section 2 we will study the behaviour of the fundamental solution as 
t + 0 and show that if o(r) is close to <” (see Hp, (b)) the fundamental 
solutions of the two equations are “close” to each other. This means that we 
know how the maximum value is related to the mean value and hence we can 
extend (Section 3) the results of 121. In Section 4 we will prove a result 
similar to the one of Section 2, when t -+ +co and p(r) is “close” to ry for 
some y > 1. 
2. BEHAVIOUR OF THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION FOR t-0 
Let P(x, t) be the fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1) which satisfies (in the 
sense of distribution) the initial condition 
where M is a positive constant and &lx]) denotes the Dirac measure. It is 
well known (see [8, lo]) that 
j, P(x, t) dx = M for t > 0. 
n 
Moreover %(x, t) is radially symmetric with respect to the origin and it is a 
non-increasing function of r = 1x1 (see [2]). 
The main result of this section is that if cp({) satisfies the assumptions (a), 
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(b) then W(x, t) is, for t -+ 0, close to the Barenblatt-Prattle solution (see 
[9]), of the equation 
Au” = uI. (1.1’). 
This solution is the following function (with m = a) 
e/,(x, t) = L”-‘(Lt)-’ G(r(Lt)-““) 
for r < R,(t) 
=o 
for Y > R,(t), r = (xl, (2.1) 
where 
G(s) = (jj’ - C2S2)1/(m- I), L > 0, 
‘= (m - I’, + 2/n ’ 
2 O- 1) 
c =r’ R,(t) = 5 (Lt)“” (2.2) 
and /I is such that 
jlir G(lxO dx = 1. 
n 
It is easy to verify that 
I P’,(x, t) dx = L “(m- 1’. R” (2.3) 
We shall prove the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. In the assumptions (a), (b) on (p(c), we have that for afixed 
positive constant T 
Y/t(x,t)<%(x,t)<%~(x,t) for xElF?“,O<t<T. 
Here z?:(x, t), %‘i(x, t) are two fundamental solutions of Eq. (1.1’) whose 
masses, L!““-” and L:‘(“-“, arefixed multiples of M. 
Proof. Since it is not possible to compare the solutions of Eqs. (l.l), 
(1.1’) directly, we will introduce a new function, which in the case of (1.1’) 
is the gas pressure up to a factor. Define 
u = q’(u). (2.4) 
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If u is a solution of (1.1) (U > 0), then L’ is a solution of the equation 
cAr: + (1 i-.1p(L’))IVcJ2 -r,=o. (2.5) 
where 
fl(s) = _ v’(O co”‘(<) 
(v”(r))* 
with < = ((D’) ‘(s). (2.6) 
Conversely if I’ is a solution of (2.5) (L’ > 0) then U. defined as 
u = ($7’) ‘(I.). 
is a solution of ( 1.1). 
Note 2.1. If cp(c) = <“’ = o,,,, m > 1, then, by (2.4). c is 
c = cp&(u) = m Urn ‘. 
In this case Eq. (2.5) becomes 
(2.7) 
rAc + -&v+~,=o 
and 
1 + :&a’(s) = -!- 
m - 1’ 
Nole 2.2. By assumption (b) we have that 
, 1 t 5”(S)/ < B for s > 0. 
where B is a positive constant. and 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(hr;n, 11 +.Y(<)] =-J--. 
u- 1 
We will compare the solution of (2.5) with a convenient solution of (2.8). 
V,, given by 
L 
7 
Vrn(X~ 1) = m (Lt)/w 1) c P’ - c2 (Ll;l”,n, 1 
I 
=p- ‘, r = (xl, (2.10) 
where Hrn is defined in (2.1) and m = ~1. 
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We will first assume that .59(s) satisfies either 
for s>O 
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(2.11) 
or 
1+,9(s)>--& for s > 0. (2.11’) 
We shall prove the lemma in either one or the other of the above 
assumptions and then we shall extend the same result to the general case. Set 
the constant L in (2.10) to be equal to Ma-’ and define 0,(x, t) to be the 
solution of (2.5) such that 
u,(x, E) = V&T E), E>O (2.12) 
and 
PE(x, t) = (cp’)-‘(v,(x, t)) for t 2 E. (2.13) 
Then Pe(x, t) is a solution of (1.1) for x E R”, t > E with initial condition 
PJx, E) = (rp’>-‘(~,(& E)) = (4q-‘(~,(x~ &)I. 
We claim that 
@xx, 4< (P’>r’K(x~ o>, for t > E, if (2.11) holds (2.14) 
and 
q’,(x, 0 > W-‘(~,(x, Oh for f > E, if (2.11’) holds. (2.14’) 
The above estimates can be easily proved by means of the maximum prin- 
ciple, of the assumptions (2.1 l), (2.11’) and of the classical method of 
approximating the solutions of (2.6), (2.8) with a decreasing sequence of 
positive (smooth) functions (see, for example, [ 5, 71). 
Now we shall prove the following. 
CLAIM 1. lim,,, jRRn W,(x, E) dx = lim,,, jRn(@)‘(Vn(x, c)) dx = M. 
Claim 1 will imply that 
(9 %(x3 t) +E+O P(x, t) (fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1) with mass 
Ml, 
(ii) P(x, t) < (cp’))‘(V,(x, t)) for t > 0 if (2.11) holds, 
#(x, t) > (9’) ’ (V,(x, t)) for t > 0 if (2.11’) holds. (2.15) 
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Pro05 We shall make use of assumption (b). More precisely we have 
that for any ~7 > 0 we can find a &,(v) such that 
for t > to(r). (2.16) 
Now fix q > 0 and define r,,(c) such that 
?A&, ro@)) = to(~). 
Note that rO is defined for E sufficiently small (E < C<; “’ = e,,(q)) and it is 
explicitly given by ri = R:(E) - (c;-’ E)/c’. 
Let us consider the integral 
I= i h”)-‘(P%(x, &))I - %‘,x, ~11 dx IRn 
= 6,,,,,(,, + le, ‘W- ‘(~~(~(x~ &))) 
a 
(E,(0)-Bro(E,(O) 
- Pa(x, E)] dx = I, + I,, 
where R,(t) is defined in (2.2) and B,(O) = {x E R”: 1x1 <p}, P > 0. By 
(2.16), (2.17) and Pa being decreasing in r we get 
P’,(x, E) dx < 1 fore < co. 
Since also (q’))‘(pA(<)) is non-increasing we have 
1121 Q [(co’)-‘(ul%o)) + ro1 PlP>l (R:(E) - W))* 
Hence we can choose a e,(q) such that 
Finally we get that V v > 0 we can find E(V) such that 
IZIG r for e < e(q) 
which completes the proof. 
Now we have to show that Z! is bounded by some Pa by below in Case 
(2.11) and by above in Case (2.11’). 
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CLAIM 2. In Case (2.1 l), there exists a function %k such that 
%(x9 4 2 ax, 9, O<t<T 
and 
I 
%‘f dx =AM, 
w 
where A < 1 and T arefixed positive numbers. 
113 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Proof. Set p(t) = al?,(t), where a is a constant such that 0 < a < 1. By 
(2.16), fixed q = i, there exists a T such that 
fq&, t) < (cp’)-‘hmw> t)>) G 2w~ 0 
for t < T, 0 < 1x1 < p(t); (2.20) 
by (2.15) (2.20) and the explicit formula for %a we get 
I 
22(x, t) dx < 
B,(O) I 
W-‘KA 0) dx B 
0 
(o) 
G-2_ 
B 2 B,(O) 
%‘,(A 4 dx 
+&f)lB,01=~ IB,(O)I = Ca”M, 
a 
t < T, (2.21) 
where c depends only on n, a. 
Choose 0 < a < C-l”‘. By (2.21), (2.15) we get 
s 
iV(x, t) dx = j P(x,t)dx>M(l -can), t<T 
/Xl >P P<lXi<R, 
and since 2 is a non-increasing function of r and recalling the explicit 
formula for rc,, we get 
for t < T. 
Hence it is sufficient to choose a ea with support in the ball B,(O) and 
maximum value less than &‘,(O, t) to have 
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By the explicit formula for %‘a we have also that the mass of g0 is a fixed 
multiple of M (say, AM, A < 1). 
In the case of assumption (2.11’) we will estimate separately the support 
of P and its maximum value. 
CLAIM 3 (estimate of the support). Let W, be the function defined in 
(2.13); then there exists a positive constant C, not depending on E, such that 
suppqc(l -tC)SUPP~~, c<t<T, (2.22) 
where T is a positive constant. 
It will follow, by Claim 1, that the same estimate holds for supp P for 
O<t<T. 
Proof: First note that, since PC is a radially symmetric function, the 
boundary of support PC is 1x1 = R,(t), and by (2.15), R,> R,(t) and the same 
is true for supp v, since they are the same. 
The idea of the proof is the following: if (2.22) is not true we can 
construct a suitable supersolution of v, and hence an upper limit for R,(t) 
and then get a contradiction. The method of constructing the supersolution is 
very similar to the one of [5, 7). We will use the fact that, by Claim 1, for 
any q > 0 fixed there exists a t, such that 
0 < 
J  ^
(2&(x, t) - @‘)-‘(Ux, t)>) dx < v fors<t<t,. 
m 
By (2.15) it follows that 
2i’&, t) dx < r, E<t<t, 
and hence 
I R,(I)< 1x1 <REV) 
where 
.I 
%‘,(x, 1) < 5% 
R,(I)< 1x1 CroW 
LF<t<tt,, 
r,(t) = 
R At> + R,(t) 
2 ’ 
t > E. (2.23) 
Hence we get 
%@d’h t, < ,s,(&“D -R”,)’ E<t<t,. (2.24) 
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This means that we have an upper bound for PC when R, > R, and 
R,<x<R,. 
By construction we have that (2.22) holds for t = E. Now suppose that 
(2.22) does not hold for t > T> E, where f is the first time such that 
R,(q = (1 + C) R,(f). Hence we have that 
ro(t> > (1 + C/2)R,(t) fort>i>c. (2.25) 
We want to construct a supersolution for PC in the domain {x, t: Ix) > 
ro(&+h), &<t<&+h}, where h is any positive constant such that 
i < E + h < t,. First we shall show that 
% (rot& + h), 0 < N for E < t < E + h, (2.26) 
where 
4” 1 1;1 
N=c” IB,(O)( R;(c + h)’ 
(2.27) 
This is mainly because PJr,-,(c + h), t) is either identically equal to zero or 
bounded by (2.24). More precisely, since R,(E) = R,(E) by construction, 
there exists a f > E such that 
%(r& + h), t> = 0 for E < t < f. 
Choose f to be the first time such that 
R,(f) = r& + h). 
Since R,(t) and R,(t) are non-decreasing functions of t (see [S]), by 
assumption (2.25) we have 
r,(t) > 
R,(t) + R,(f) = R,(t) + r& + h) 
2 2 
> R,(t) + (1 + C/2) W + h) 
2 
> R,(t) + +L(E + h) forf<t<c+h. 
Hence 
n 
r”,(t) - R”,(t) > for E<t<.z+h. 
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Since PE is a non-increasing function of r, by (2.24) and (2.27) we get 
%‘,(r& + h), t> < %o-OW~ t) < N for t^ < t ,< E + h. 
Therefore estimate (2.26) is proved. 
Now let us consider the function 
w(x, t) = d(d(t - E) - E- 1’2(r - r& + h) + b)) +, 
r=Ixl,t>c, 
where 3 is defined in (2.9), and 
d = P2 f@(N) 
b ’ 
b = (h@(N) ii)“‘. 
We have that w(x, t) is a solution of the equation 
BIVw12-w,=O for x E R”, t > E. 
Moreover 
w(x, t) > 0 for 1x1 < b + ro(& + h) + d(t - E), t > E 
and by (2.26), (2.29) 
w(r& + h), t) > dbB- “2 = p’(N) > u,(T& + h), t) 
for E < t < E + h. 
We also have that, since T,,(E + h) > R,(E) and U, = V, for t = E, 
N-G E) > ~,(X, E) for 1x1 > r,,(a + h). 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
Hence by means of the maximum principle and of the already quoted 
method of approximation with positive functions we obtain that 
u&G 0 < +4x, 0 for 1x1 > ro(c + h), E < t < E + h; (2.33) 
since (2.33) holds in particular for t = E + h, it follows that 
R,(E + h) < b + I& + h) + dh = T,,(E + h) + 2(&p’(N) h)“*. 
Hence, by (2.33) we obtain 
R,(E + h) < R,(E + h) + 4(&‘(N) h)“‘. 
By assumption (2.25) and the above estimate we have 
CR& + h) < 4(&‘(N) h)“‘. 
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To get a contradiction it is sufficient to show that we can choose C, not 
depending on E, such that 
c > 4(&‘(N) h)“2/R,(& + h). 
To do this, first recall that, by the assumptions on cp(<), fixed 6 = $, there 
exists a r,,2 > 0 (fixed) such that 
Now for every arbitrary fixed 71, E we have either 
N> G/2 (case 1) 
or 
(case 2). 
Hence, in case 1, we have 
(o’(N) < +aNn-’ 
To get a contradiction it is sufficient to choose C such that 
For instance set 
c = 2jqa, n) L, -Ilnpl)(a- I) jp2. (2.34) 
Here A and 2 are two positive constants depending only on a and n. 
In case 2 it is sufficient to choose C such that 
c > A@, n)(cp’(~,,,))“*L-“y& + IQ”*-“” B”*. 
For instance set 
C = Q(a, n) lfj2-““B”2. (2.35) 
Defining C as the maximum between (2.34), (2.35), the claim is proved with 
T= t,. 
Note 2.3. By means of the same proof we also have that 
lim R(t) I 
l-OR,(t)= ’ 
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where R(t) is the boundary of the support of 5?. In fact, by Claim 3, 
R,(t) <R,(t) < (1 + c> K(t) and by (2.34), (2.35), C-r 0 for n--+ 0 and 
t, -+ 0. Now we shall prove the following: 
CLAIM 4 (estimate on the maximum value of k?). There exists a positive 
constant C such that 
ProoJ: First recall that llRn Z!(x, t) dx = M for t > 0 and also that, by 
Claim 1, for every positive q, for instance q = 4, there exists a t, = t,,? such 
that 
I 
Pe(x, t) dx < $ M for E < t < t,,, 
iRn 
and for every E > 0. Define 
P(t) = 4(t), 
where a is a fixed positive constant such that a < 1. Since 55’ and PC are non- 
increasing functions of r = 1x1, we have 
t>O 
(2.37) 
E ,< t < t,,,. 
By means of the Green’s formula we have 
- a?% j G,(lxl) 4(%(x, t)) dx, (2.38) B,,(O) 
where 
S,(O)={xEFyxl=p}, P>O 
G,(r) = --$- - -$T fern> 2,r=lxl 
=logf for n = 2 
and a,, y,, are constants depending only on n. 
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By integration with respect to t and since ZFE is radially symmetric we 
obtain 
+ f Y, ] G,(lxO(9’)-‘(Ux, ~1) dx. (2.39) 
. EJO) 
Since (2.39) holds for every positive p we can choose p = aR,(t). We want 
to show that %‘JO, s) cannot grow faster than Pa(O, s) for small s. We shall 
prove this by contradiction and by means of (2.37), (2.39). Assume that for 
every (large) positive constant 6 there exists a positive constant E, such that 
9(%/,(0~ 2&l) > 6 
WY’ 
for F < so. 
Set f = 2~ in (2.39). Since Pc(O, t) is a non-increasing function of t we obtain 
by means of the above inequality 
f2’ q$P’JO, s)) ds > up(%JO, 2~)) > a~‘-~’ 
‘C 
for & < E,. 
On the other hand, by (2.39) we have 
.2E 
1 p(Pc(O, s)) ds < CE’~~’ 
‘E 
for E < 4 t,,,, 
where C is a fixed positive constant (see (2.37)). Since 6 is arbitrarily large 
we get a contradiction. Hence Pc(O, t)/Z’,(O, t) has to be bounded and the 
claim is proved. 
By means of Claim 3 and Claim 4 we have that there exists a function 
#i(x, t) such that 
W(x, t) < qx, t) for 0 < t < T (2.40) 
and 
Jn; @/f(x, t) dx = AM, 
” 
where A > 1 and T are fixed positive constants. 
Hence Lemma 2.1 is proved if 5?(s) satisfies over the two assumptions 
(2.1 I), (2.11’). To extend this result to the general case we shall first 
construct a supersolution for which Lemma 2.1 holds and then by the same 
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argument as in Claim 2, we shall have that there exists a subsolution of the 
kind (2.1). 
Note 2.4. If u is a solution of (2.5), with 1 +9(s) bounded and positive 
for s > 0 we can construct a family @ = (p(s)} such that u = (p’)-‘(v) with 
(D E @ is the solution of Eq. (1.1) with that choice of p. 
Deline f(s) to be a non-negative solution of the ordinary differential 
equation 
g-‘(s) - .8(s)f(s) = 0. 
It is easy to show that if the above assumptions on 39(s) are satisfied then 
f(s) is integrable near the origin. Hence we can define 
F(s) = j’l f(z) dz. 
-0 
By definition F(s) is invertible (F(0) = 0), therefore we can set 
Let us define @ as the family of the functions v(r). If 
lim,,, 3’(s) = -1 + l/(a - 1) then every p E @ is such that lim,,,, 
(q’(r)/<“) = c, where c is a positive constant. 
Now let us define 
1+.4(z),-& ) for s > 0. (2.41) 
The function 1 + s(s) satisfies, by construction, all the assumptions of Note 
2.4. Hence we can construct the family @ and chose a + E @ such that 
Moreover 1 +.0(s) is a non-increasing function of s, satisfies assumption 
(2.11’) and is such that 
1 + 2(s) > 1 + 3(s) for s > 0. (2.42) 
Therefore Lemma 2.1 holds for g(x, y), fundamental solution of Eq. (1. l), 
with 9 = @. 
Now define, as usual, z7 = @‘(@); 5 is the solution of 
zciu + (1 + 3(q)Ivq* - fir = 0. (2.5’) 
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Let U, be the solution of (2.5) with initial condition 
v,(x, E) = 6(x, E) for every positive E. 
If we show that 
UC@, t) < fi(x, 0 for t> E 
then, by the same argument as in Claim 1, we will have that 
(2.43) 
qx, t) < (p’)-‘(a) = (cj!+‘(~‘(~)) for t > 0. (2.44) 
Since Lemma 2.1 holds for g, the above estimate implies that the maximum 
value of % and its support are comparable with the ones of %a as t + 0. 
Therefore, we can find a function %/‘,(x, t) > % and then, as in Claim 2, a 
function Wi < ?//, and hence complete the proof of the Lemma. 
To prove (2.43) first note that 6(x, t) can be regarded as the limit of a 
decreasing sequence {a,} of positive classical solution of (2.5’) (see [lo]), 
with 
6,(X, E) > 6(X, E) = UE(X, E). 
Subtracting Eq. (2.5’) from (2.5) and setting v” = u, - V,, we obtain 
,?-I? = a,Av” + (1 + 9(v))(Vv, + VU,) . Vv’ + AV,C - v’, 
= [.S(V,) - .iip(u,)]lvv”(2. (2.45) 
If we assume that v’ has a positive maximum for some _xO E R”, t, > E then 
u,(.xO, to) > 6,,(x,, to) and uE(xO, to) > 0. Hence .~g(u,) < 9(V,) in (x,,, r,) and 
by (2.42) 
.@(V,) - .ig(YJ > &7,) - .s?(zJ,) > 0. 
Since AU, is bounded we get a contradiction. Hence 
fin@, f> 2 U,(& t> for t >, E and for every n. 
Passing to the limit for n + co we obtain (2.43). 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF AN INITIAL MEASURE 
By the results of Section 2 we have that the maximum value of the 
fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1) is comparable to its mean value. This fact 
will enable us to extend the results of [2] to the present case with co(<) 
satisfying assumptions (a) and (b) (see Introduction). 
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First recall the result of [2, Lemma 11: let u be a non-negative solution of 
Eq. (1.1) 
Aqqu) - u, = 0 
such that the initial support is contained in a compact set K, KC (xn > 0). 
Then 
A corollary of this lemma is the almost radial symmetry of solutions with 
compact support in the following sense: 
COROLLARY 1 of 121. Assume that u(x, 0) is supported in B,(O) = 
{x E R”; 1x1 < 1 }; then ifs,(O) denotes the sphere of radius r, r > 1, we have 
inf u > sup 24. 
B,(O) S,+,(O) 
(3.1) 
We are now able to prove a mean value theorem for solutions of Eq. (1.1): 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a continuous, non-negative solution of Eq. (1.1) 
with ~(0 satisfying the assumptions (a), (b). Then there exist two constants 
MO = M,(n, a) and D = D(n, a) such that if 
.I u(x,O)dx>M>Mo (3.2) B,(O) 
then 
~(0, 1) > DIM”‘“, (3.3) 
where 
Proof: First note that, by the results of Section 2, we can construct a 
fundamental solution P(x, t) of Eq. (1.1) such that 
(1) j”iw g(x, t) dx ,< $6 
(2) %‘(x, to) has support in the ball B4(0), 
(3) Z?(x, to) NM for x E B3(0), 
where to is a suitable positive constant. 
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In fact, by Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to choose an appropriate scaling of 
/‘/, (see [2]). Assume first that the support of u at f = 0 is contained in 
B,(O). We will now compare our solution u and the function ?/, defined 
above, along the spheres Sr,,), where 
P/(x, f t f”) = W(0, f + to). (3.4) 
for 6 a small positive constant to be chosen. Initially that surface lies outside 
of B?(O) (if 6 is chosen small enough) and hence, since Y/(x. t,,) > U(X. 0) for 
x E Srtll,, we have 
?i(x. f + f,,) > u(x, f) along Sr,O, for f small. 
We will consider two cases. 
Case 1. Assume that for some value t, < 1. at some point x0 E S,,,,,, u 
becomes equal to # = S#(O. 1, t t,). Then from Corollary 1 of [2] it follows 
that 
u(x, 1,) > u(x,, 1,) = Si’/(O. I, + f”) for x E B,,,,, ,(O). 
Therefore we can choose a i’7, also a fundamental solution of (1.1). such that 
u(x. 1,) > 77(x, 1, + f”) for x E: B,,,,, ?(O). 
Since both u, 77 are solutions of (1.1) it follows that, by the maximum prin- 
ciple, 
u(0, 1) > sqo, I,, + I). (3.5) 
By the results of Section 2 and since the support of ;// is contained in a fixed 
multiple of S,.,,,(O). we have 
i//(0, f, + I ) 2 DM?‘;*~. (3.6) 
For Case 2, that is, if u remains smaller than Z’ on S,,,) for any f, we will 
make use of the requirement I on I/. Let us restrict our attention to a fixed 
time, for instance I = 4. From the maximum principle we have that u < i// 
outside of B ,,,,,2,(0) for any f. 0 < f < 1. By assumption we have 
Hence 
JH., , :,lO) u(x, f) d.u > ;A’. 
(3.7) 
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We will now use the following generalization of the result of [ 1 ] (see also 
[4,5 I): 
LEMMA 1. Set 
1 a) P”(r) 
K= f:‘o ($9’(g)’ ; 
then we have for any solution of Eq. (1.1) 
t @J(u) 
at 2 -Wu) for t > 0, 
t u, > -ku for t > 0. (3.8’) 
Proof: First note that by assumption (a), k is a finite positive constant. 
As in [IO] we will consider the function 
w = v(u) 
which is the solution of the equation 
Aw= Ww) 
at’ 
where Q(r) = q-‘(l). We have that w is the limit of a decreasing sequence of 
positive classical solutions w, of the above equation (see ] lo]). We will 
prove (3.8) for wn; for general w the proof follows by approximation. 
Assume then that w is strictly positive and smooth and define 
z-k: for t > 0, t 
‘if= w, for t > 0. 
It is easy to see that z and P are solutions, respectively, of 
1 
-Az+&z,=O, 
@‘(WI 
&AGggF’-r,=O. 
Define t7 = .?- z; 6 is such that 
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By definition of k we have that ,?I? < 0. Hence by the maximum principle 
it follows that v’> 0, that is, (3.8). Estimate (3.8’) follows immediately from 
(3.8) because, since 9(r) is convex, it is -9(u)/9’(u) > --u. 
Note that, for 9(r) = <“, k is given by m/(m - 1), i.e., it is the same 
constant as in [ 1,4], etc. 
Consider now two different cases. 
Case 2a. Assume that for some x outside of B3(0) 
u(x, i) > 6’M2”” 
(6’ a small constant to be chosen). 
Then by Corollary 1 of [2] we have 
u(0, f) > &M2”“. 
Hence, by means of (3.8’), we obtain 
~(0, 1) > DM2”“. 
Case 2b (i.e., if Case 2a does not hold). 
As we already pointed out r(f) is a fixed multiple of the boundary of 
support of Z’ and hence of R,(t), defined in (2.2). Therefore, we can chose 6’ 
small enough such that 
i 
u(x, f) dx < 6’M *“* IS,(O)( (r(f)” - 3”) < g4. 
8,(,,,,(O) -B3(0) 
This means that we still have (see (3.7)) 
J u(x, ;) dx > $M. (3.9) Bz(O) 
We need now another lemma, also an extension of Lemma 2.2 of [4]: 
LEMMA 2. For any x0EIR”,t0>26,,~>0,r>0, O<h<h,(6,) the 
following is true: if 
and if h > Ny, r*/;1, then 
9&(x0, r”)) > in. (3.11) 
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Here 6, is a fixed positive number, h,(6,) is any positive number satisfying 
e2+0 < 4/3, ho < do, (Co = Id;‘) and N is a positive constant >u(x, t). 
Since inequality (3.8) holds the proof is exactly the same as the one of 
Lemma 2.2 of 141. 
Since (3.9) holds. and p is convex there exists a positive constant C, not 
depending on it4, such that 
(3.12) 
Therefore, by Lemma 2 and the condition A4 > M,,, we obtain 
~(0, 1) > (D-‘(;@M)) > DM > DM”‘“, 
where the positive constant D does not depend on M. To prove (3.12) it is 
sufficient to notice that, since o(c) is convex, we have 
>v’(CV J 1 (u(x, 4) - CM) dx Bj(O) ! 
> (D’(Cqw4 - cI~,wI~l. 
Hence if we chose C ,< l/4 ]B3(0)] then (3.12) is proved. 
To complete the proof of the theorem let us point out that if the support of 
u is not contained in B,(O) we may construct the solution 21 to the initial 
value problem U(x, 0) = u(x, 0) x~,,~) and deduce from the maximum prin- 
ciple that ~(0, 1) > G(O, 1). Since the theorem holds for C the proof is com- 
pleted. 
COROLLARY 2. Let u be a smooth non-negative solution of (1. I); then 
for any x0 E R” 
J u(x, 0) dx < Crn”(a ~ I) + un’*‘(xO, 1). (3.13) B&l) 
ProoJ: Let us consider the function G= r-2’(ap’) u(rx, t). The above 
-- 
function is the solution of the equation dyl(u) = U;, where 
@(z) = r -2ul(n- 1)&,2/(a- I),). 
For any positive r, q-(z) is such that lim,,, (@(z)/z*) = 1 and satisfies the 
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assumptions (a), (b). Hence Theorem 1 applies to zi. By the above transfor- 
mation (3.13) reduces to the following: 
1 U(x, 0) dx < c + U(XO) l)n’*‘. B ,(X0) 
Since, by Theorem 1, the above estimate is true, the corollary is proved. 
Corollary 2 implies that for any continuous solution of Eq. (1.1) we may 
bound uniformly its mass in B,(O) for t = E by its value ~(0, 1). It follows 
that for approximate sequences sk, u converges weakly to a measure ,u, i.e., 
I’ 4~ G) r(x) dx + 1’ I?(X) 4 
for any continuous function q. 
Now we need only to show that the measure ,D is unique, i.e., does not 
depend on the sequence ek. The proof if the same as in [2] provided that we 
can construct a fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1) with certain properties (see 
[2]). This is assured basically by the fact that such a solution behaves like 
the fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1’) for t small (see Lemma 2.1). Since, as 
we just pointed out, the proof is the same as the one of [2] we will not repeat 
it here. 
Henceforth we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. In the assumption (a), (b) any continuous solution of 
Eq. (1.1) converges weakly to a unique measure for t + 0. 
4. BEHAVIOUR OF THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION FOR t-+co 
In this section we shall show that if o(r) is “close” to Ty for < small then 
the fundamental solution of Eq. (1.1) is “close” to the one of the equation 
Lluy-uut=o for t++m. (4.1) 
Here we assume that ~(0 satisfies assumption (a) of the Introduction and 
the following one: 
lim(p’o= 1 
5’0 y<y-’ 
forsomey> 1. 
Moreover 
lim rp”K) 
I-0 y(y - 1) p-2 = l3 
505/41/1 9 
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lim v”‘(t) 
1-O y(y - I)(y - 2) p = l. 
We shall prove the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the assumptions (a), (b’) on q(T) we have that 
q:(x, 0 < P(x, t) < qtx, t) forxER”,t> T, 
T being a fixed positive constant. 
Here SfFb and %f are two fundamental solutions of Eq. (4.1) whose masses 
arefixed multiples of M. 
Proof We will use almost the same method as in Section 2. First note 
that %(x, t) at a fixed time, say, t = 1, is a continuous non-negative function 
with compact support, radially symmetric with respect to the origin and 
decreasing with respect to r = Ix/. Moreover, by the maximum principle, if 
%(x, 1) < PO = 1, then Z!(x, t) < 1 for t > 1. The same is true for v(x, t) 
defined by (2.4) and we have that v(x, t) < q’(l) for t > 1. Thus we can 
always choose four positive constants L, < MY-‘, L, > MY-‘, r, and r2 such 
that (see for instance [6]) 
Jqx, 1 + 7) < v(x, 1) < qx, 1 + 71). (4.2) 
Here V:(x, t + t,), V:(x, t + 7J are defined in (2.10) with m = y and L equal 
to L I and L, , respectively. As in Section 2 we shall first prove the lemma in 
the case that I +.9(s) (defined in 2.6) satisfies either 
1 
1 + <9(S) < - 
Y---l 
for 0 < s < V’(l) (4.3) 
or 
1 
1 + B(s) > - 
Y-1 
for 0 < s < V’(1). 
By means of the same argument as in Section 2 we obtain that 
p’(x, t) < w>-‘(qx, t + 72)) for t > 1 if (4.3) holds, (4.4) 
vx, 0 > w-‘(qx, t + 7,)) for t > 1 if (4.3’) holds. (4.4’) 
Note that by assumption (b’), the functions (rp’))‘(Vk) (i = 1, 2) behaves 
like Py for t --+ 03 and 
,/,iym !,. @y’( v;(x, t + T:)) dx = Lf”Y- ‘) (i = 1, 2). (4.5) 
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In a similar way as in the proof of Claim 2 (Section 2), we can construct a 
lower bound for @ if (4.3) holds. Therefore in this case the lemma is proved. 
The proof is slightly different from the one in Section 2 when (4.3’) holds. 
We have to estimate separately the support of 5V and its maximum value. 
CLAIM 4.1 (estimate of supp 2). rffor t = 1 
supp p = (1 + d) suPP((P’)-‘(Q 
with d > 0 andJixed, then there exists a positive constant C such that 
supp P c (1 + d + C) supp(q’)-‘(l/‘;), fort> 1. (4.6) 
Proof. First note that the assumption of the lemma is true by 
construction. Then assume that (4.6) does not hold. By means of the same 
argument as in the proof of Claim 3 (Section 2) we can construct a super- 
solution which in the present case is given by (2.28) with E = 1 and 
M 
IB,(O)IR;(l+q+h) 
Now we get a contradiction if we can choose C, not depending on h, such 
that 
(c + d) > 4 Py’(N) h) 
II2 
R,(l + h + 5,) ’ 
But this is possible since, by assumption (b’), 
(B@(N) h)“’ 1 
tk?a 4 R,(l + h + 7J = (d + C)‘“‘z”y-ll A@, Y, M), 
where A(n, y, M) is a positive constant depending only on n, y, M. 
In order to estimate the maximum value of Z!%, let us consider the 
following similar solution (see [6]): 
2Yk(x, t) = k” FZ!(kx, k”” t), k > 0. (4.7) 
The functions ZVk are solutions of the equation 
where 
4$%/k) = %, 9 (4.8) 
q,&) = knYrp(z/k”). (4.9) 
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Moreover for any k > 0 
i 
%j(x, t) dx = 
IRn I 
fY(x, t) dx = M 
IRn 
and 
az> kl+$myZY-l= 1 uniformly for z E [ 0, 11. 
We shall prove the following: 
CLAIM 4.2. For any k > k, = 1 we have 
~JO, 1) < A, 
where A is a positive constant not depending on k. 
From Claim 4.2 it will follow, setting k”” = t, that 
%(O,t)<At-’ for t > 1 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
and this will complete the proof of the lemma in assumption (4.3’). 
Proof: Let us denote by Rk(t) the boundary of the support of Pk. By the 
previous estimate (4.4’) we know that R,(l) > a, a being a positive constant 
not depending on k. By (4.10) we have that 
! 2Yk(x, 1) dx < M, B#) 
d being a fixed positive constant <a. Hence 
(4.12) 
By the differential inequality (3.8’) and the Green’s formula (see (2.38)) we 
get, for any p > 0 
< P)kG%k@, 1)) + c%Jo, 1) P2T (4.13) 
where C is a fixed positive constant not depending on k. Now set p = cf. By 
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(4.12), (4.13) and the assumption that (o is convex it follows that &,(O, 1) 
must be bounded for k -+ tco and hence the claim is proved. 
In order to prove the lemma in the general case let us define, for 
O<s<v’(l), 
I + .B(s) = Of:f,, inf 
i 
1 + <58(r), -&I . (4.14) 
The function 1 + .g satisfies the assumptions of Note 2.4 (Section 2) (4.3) 
and 
1 + .57(s) < 1 + .W(s), for O<s<qY(l). 
Moreover it is a non-increasing function of s. 
Therefore the lemma is true for F?(x, t), solution of (l.l), with (o = U, 
corresponding to 3 (in the sense of Note 2.4). By means of the same 
argument as in Section 2, it is easy to prove that 
~‘(4 4 > (~‘>-‘(@‘(~(x, cl)). (4.13) 
Once we have the above subsolution we can construct a supersolution as in 
Claims 4.1, 4.2 and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
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